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My realisation
Our vision
Why cities?
FOOD WASTE
DARE TO (HEALTH) CARE
Our process?

Step 1: Measure
Step 2: Solutions
Step 3: Test & monitor
Case study in Bruges

# Day care center: Het anker vzw

# Care facilities: Rudderstove

# Hospitals: AZ Sint Lucas, AZ Sint Jan
Step 1
Measure
Measuring how?
Results for hospitals

30-40% Food Waste

100000 - 150000 Euro per year
Results for hospitals

**Biggest challenges?**

# Patients  
# Hot meals  
# Plate waste  
# Weekend  
# Economically: meat

**Quick wins?**

# Soup  
# Sauce  
# Cafeteria bread  
# Weekend breakfast
Step 2
Solutions
Innovation workshop
Solutions?
Step 3

Test & monitor
How we help?

# process support
# measurement
# workshops
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